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INTRODUCTION

0

I

In the spring of 1976, the,National Science Foundation contracted

,with the Center for' Science and Mathematics Education (CSME) at The .

0

Ohio Stlte"University to conduct a survey of the literature on needs and

practices in precollege selence, mathematics, and social science education

for the period 1955 through 1975. The Center subcdntracted the social

science _portion of the project to the Social, Science Educ#tini Consortium

(SSEC). 6

'S$EC's task was to identify, analyze, and summarize the literature

produced betwepn'1955 and 1975 concerning:

1), the state of and trends in practices in precollege social science

education;

the effectiveness and efficiency of practices in precollege social-

science education; and

the state of and trends in perceptions of needs in precollege social
o

science education.

The project was to take one year, from July 1976 through June 1977.

Procedures

Four procedural questions looMed large during the project:,

1) whether to distinguish between social studies educatibn and social

t.1, science education, and if so, how;

2)1 what specific topics to consider within the broad three-point

outline given above;.

3) how to search the literature in order to identify all relevant

documents; and

4
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4) how to select specific documents for analysis or mention in thc

report.
A

- Social Studies/Social Science. The definition of the field of social

studies eddcatilin has been a central and continuing problem for the profession.'

One of the major questions within this issue has been the estent to.which
0

precollege social stucties education should be governed by or limited to the

boundailes of the academic disciplines of the social sciences. (A lengthier

discussion of the nature of the definition0 controversy may be, found in the

early part of Section 4.0 of this report.)

Because this issue has been so important in the field, it was decided

that this report must reflect the controversy. tence, rather than limiting

our review only to the literature dealing with social studies defined as

social science' education, we have taken a broad approach and dealt with

studies from multiple perspectives .t

However, we have, where possible and appropriate, focused special atter,-

tion on literature deAing with the social science aspects(of social studies

education. For instance, in Section 1.4, we have devoted extensive disCussion
, .

to studieof the treatmeot of social science content and methods in social

studies curriculum materials.

Specific Topics. The detailed working outline for the report hekgone
' A

through. numerous revisionsaft the course of the project. The rough dutline

developed at the very beginning of the rpoject contained over 150 questions

that we. thought might be answered through our review of the literature.

.1

Examples of questions included on this initial "wish list" of things we would

like to find out were: What are representative social. studies programs objec-
.

tives? What is the relative emphasis on history and social.science in the

curriculum? What are the dominant instructional strategies in use? What sorts

5
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of "fads" have there been in social studies over the years? Now well tested

are social studies materials prior'to 'publication? What curriculum packages,

are most commonly used? Now werl financed is social studies in comparison to

other areas of-the curriculum? What are typical course patterns for social

studies teacher training? What kinds of instructional methods are most

effective? Most efficient? What kinds of poeple have been most active in

making demands on the social studies curriculum? ,What kinds of administrative°

support and inservice training are typically p'rovided, by school districts for

social studies teachers?
ri

As we progressed through the review, a nutter of these initial questions

were dropped on the grounds that they were trivial or only of tangential,

interest. Others were dropped because there was not literature dealing witf!

them. (Sometimes these latter questions were, however, mentioned in the

re0rt in order to point out the absence of inforamtion on significant

6

`questions.) The major areas of concern that remained intact throughout the

review and writing process'were: 4

t 'social studies curriculuncope andsequence

2) social studies instructional methods

- 3) social studies'curriculum materials

4) social studies teacher education

We sought and found information on practices, effectiveness, and needs in all

these areas.
o

Search Strategy. At the beginning of the project, a number'of extensive,

systematic searches were conducted on several data bases,. As the project

progreSsed and specific gaps within particular topics were identified, highly

focu,3ed, systematic searches were conducted as needed.' Also, as the project

progressed--and especially near the end of the project--less systematic means
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were used to,"Pinch hit" where systematic searches had not turned up ddcumen-
O

tation we thought might be available. For instance, we would follow up

references in footnotes or phone someone considered to be an exper't on a4 lk ,

particular'topic for suggestions of sources.

The extensive, systematic searches consisted of the following:

1) Computerasearch of the ERIC data base'Oncludes Resources in Education

and Current Index to ,Murnals in Education)

2) 'Computer search of Dissertation Abstracts...
.1

A 3) Computer search of Psychological Abstract,

4) Computer search of Sociological Abstracts'
o

5) Manual search of Education Index

6) Manual search of all comprehensive reviews of research in social

studies education
;.,

7) Manual search of all compilations of abstracts of dissertations in,

social studies education

8) Manual search of the journal Social Education

For a complete list of the search terms used in the four computer

searches, see the appendix at the end of thiPreport, beginning on page 538.

Education Index was searched Linder all terms beginning with the words "social
.

studies." Since the comprehensive reviews, the dissertation compilations and

Social Education focused specifically 9n social studies documents, all items

mentioned in them were considered relevant initi lly. (For a detailed listing

of the reviews and, the compilations, please see the discussion of sources in

Section 2:2 of this report.)

The special-focus, systematic searches conducted as need arose during

the project consisted offtboth computer and manual searches of the ERIC data

base; manual searches of various handbooks, encyclopedias; and state-of-the-
..

art monographs; and manual searches of the SSEC's collection of curriculum

7.
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materials and background couments in its Resource and DemonstratiOn Center

and archives.

. A total of 1,033 usable items were produce&by the initial extensive

computer search of the ERIC data base. (Culling of duplications and irrelevant

items. from the initial printout reduced the original 1,677 to the 1,038 figure.)

The computer search of rsycholooiceT Abstracts produced a total of 265 items,
,

ofLWhich 155 were usable; of Sociological Abstracti, 81 items, of which .15 were

usable; and,pf Dissertation Abstracts."(which was searched onlyfrdM 1973, since

the compilations covered Ihe.preflous period), 186, of which 85 were usable.

Exact numbers of citations from the comprehensive re views and the dissertation

comillations are given in Section 2.2 0:,this report. We did not keep track

of the numbers of items turned up in the more limited systematic searches and °.

V the unsystematic searches. Although the exact size of the total pool o'f docu-
.

ments identified cannot be determined, dut to overlap among data bases and other

problems, we would estimate that the total pool, was four,to:five times the

tnumber Of documents actually cited in the report; that is, the total pool

O.

would be approximately 2,000 to 2,500 documents,.

Selection of,Documents for Inclusion. We have attempted to indicateiin

each section of the report what types Gf documents were selected for mention

in that section and what guidelines were used in choosing those documents and
R

rejecting cthers. * - .

4 . .

In some sections, we. have attempted to be'exhaustive and mention all

pertinent documents. For instance, in_Section 1.4, we'felt this report an
O.

appropriate occasion for compiling as complete a list as possible of all the

textbook content analyses that had been done in the fast 20 years. In Section

2.0, we deemed it absolutely necessary to inalude all comprehensive and

special-focus reviews of research in social studies eduation from the last

8
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20 years. And in Section 4.0, it was considered importanto identify all I.*

.

of the, studies of, the iinparci.d "new slocial Studies" "materials, There have

been so few studiespf impact that every, little bit of inforamtion'available

9

. lecOmesiniportant.

In'other sections, we'have attempted to present Only representative

documents. In most4ises, this.is due to the fact that there is simply-too
.

much literature to discuss or even mention each document separately. This is

particularly trde ofthe section on perceptioni of. needs in the social-. studies
9

'( Section 3.0).0 .

4 4.

One guideline that has been applied throughout his report is that the .

documents mentioned must be accessible. Readers must be able to obtain copies
. .

through a commercial publisher, ERIC, or some other ongoing agency. In a feig

cases we ran across "fugitive" dodumen-s that we put into ERIC; ERIC order.
.

numbers (ED numbers) lee given for theseiand the documents that were aPeady

in ERIC in the entirds:in the reference list at the end of this report. In.

a couple of cases, fugitive documents that we Wished to use could not be tnu.

into ERIC; in those cases, we have noted in the entry in'the reference list

how readetzmay obtain photoduplications of the documents.

$ 0 I
1 0

Organization of This Report
<a .

.

,
....-,

This report is organized into four major sections. Section 1.0 describes

the literature that sarveys the state of actual ractices in social studies

education and .changes in. those patterns over the 2 -year period.. This section

focuses on the "status" literature, as distinguished from, the "research"'

literature-that is, studies attempting to discern relationships among variables.

SectiOn'2.0 takes up these questions of relationslhips, by.examintng research on

the effectiveness' and efficiency of social studies praztices. Section 3.0 then

t.



examines the problem of identifying
%
needs in the social studies. And,

.,
'Sec-don 4.0 takes klookat certaiill aspects of the "new social studies,"

.

, whcih can be considered the majoi. trend or movement influenceing the field

aufing the last 20 years. More specific information on the contents of. each

of these four major sections cante Obtained from the detailed table,..of

contents provided for thiS report. 0.

.

'In addition to the four major section's, there is a lengthy reference list
0 . t

0 . containing full biblidgraphic information on each document mentioned in this
.

.

report.. There is also an appendix at theend of the report describing the
.:

4 ,
:

.
, search terms used inthe computer searches. ,.

...

11%

0

-' .0'

. . .

Summary .of. Findinns
.

' ..

'.

..
_

_

One hundred fifteen -"summary observations have been liste d. at various
u.,

, points throughout this report. Rese commentsare intended to present, in
,..,

. ..,
. . ,. _

.
.

capsule form, a description of what the literature an precollege social studies

education from 1955'to'197.5 tells us. They are grouped at the end of each

major section'or subsection of the report, immediately following the narrative

disou4ing and documenting them. The table of contents' indicates thevspec4ic

pages on which these summary observations may-be,fOund. Some readers may

wish to read :through the summary observations before (ors instead of) readinga
. .

the full report or specific sections.

. Since 115 summary observations, each of one sentence or more, (s still

alot of reading, we have attempted liere to distill them further yet, in order
N

to give the reader a preview of what is contained in this review of"20 years

of social studies literature. The-paragraphs below present the barest

essentials only, for, while we have gained concisene, by this introductory
-

summary, we have lost a certain amount ofTreciseness. It is highly recommended

10
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, thatreabers at -least examine the end -of- section summu4Aservaiions in

.
...

addition to thipililif bvrview)of.#inaias. '
.
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Summary of Literature on the' STATE of Social Stales Practices =

- -

. #.

,

1) -.State of the Status Literature
. ,

'Although there have been'a fair number of_studies-examining the stat of
M

. social studies Or2ptices qt.various times, the last two decades, we

.
7 .., .

.. -,-

do not obtain a veryolear picture'otwany"4sRects of practice from these
r

, -' ,
.

..

studies. Probably the clearest status picture available.is that'conFerning

.
z , p ..

N
. ,.... . f

curriculum mateitials;' numerous an6lyses_ofthe cbgtent_of materials have -
. - ,t, .

.
' been done.- We have a' less ptctui.e of patterns- of actual classroom .."

. ,. ..f.

*c.

. .
,

, .

practice and how they may or-Miynot haxe'changed'over the.20-yearpiriod.
. .

. .,. ,

.. --- ! .- .
..

. And-surveys of the state of teacner.edUcation practices give us very ,.'

.

'little informationat 611. . .

. -
.

2.) Curriculum Content
. .(

Although the scope and sequence of the social'studiei curriculum has

remained basically stable in general outline over the 20-year pei-iod from

1955 through 1975, there have been a few noticeable shifts within that

4 framework. Particularly noticeable has been the infusion of concepts and

0
methodologies from the-scientificalljoriented'social science disciplines.

(See Section.1.2for a more Setailed set of findings and documentation.)

3) Instructional Practices
.

Studies of the extent of use of various kinds of ;bial studies classroom

. practices at various pojnts in time are rather limited. The studies

that do exist indicate that, contrary to popular belief, the lecture

method may not have been nearly so pervasive in the fifties and sixties

11 I
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as ties been claimed; :a sizeable proportion of teachers employed_multiple

, instructional techniques. Recent studies'do not indicate clearly whether

patterns of instructional methods hive changed as a result of ,the %sinew

(' sociat Tdies" and other educational innoyations. .(See Section 1.3 for

a mo-re.detailed.st of findings and documdntation.)

-- -.. \ 4) Curriculum Materials
.,

- .

,-.,' .

.

A substantial number of studies have analyzed social studies currictilum
: . .

..
.

..,7
,, .

. .

materials. The aspects of materials that have been analyzed most frequently
,

,
.

,. ..
are (a) their treatment of social.science content and methods; (b) their

treatment of specific concepts and themes (such as communism, violence,
. , 4 .

$ .
. iAocia) change); and (c) thetreatfilent of minority groups. Almsti:

.,. / ,
. , ,,

0: ' Without exception,-analysts.o \social science content and methods in
ri % ,. .-

. .-
i

.
.

.,. ; , socia l studies curriculum material have concluded that there are
.

, . I_

irfadequacies in treatment of the social sciences.by textbdoks. (See.
n ..

1 '
a '..

. :

.

'.. " ..

$.

'Section 1.4 for amore detailed set of finding and doc umentation).
\., .

. .j

,

,.

.,-71. ;,5) Teacher Education , ,

.. .
.

Most studies of the academic preparation of social studies teachers have

-
-

.twicluded that there are major deficienciesin their social science
d.

cOursework. (Studies citedlin Section 2 , on effectiveness,. hqweyer,

. \
e. 'call into quesDion thevalue of.ladditional

,

couriework in t'he social
....

)
,

..

. -seiences., Surveys of course requirements.in.teachertraining instituiions,
. .

.\ ,

indicape'a slight trend- atlay from the dominanco_ofji:s:tory and toward the

inclusion.of more social science courses; however, ne idch,patterni is
I

,c1pparent in 'surveys of state certification requirements. (See Section..

1.5 fora more_det'ailed set of findings,and documentation,)

(-
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terature on the EFFECTIVENESS of Social Studies Practices

kt

Research on Effectiveness

.udies educators have not been very muh interested in or affected

ch. Only recently ha's research in the field begun to blossom.

many complaints about the lack of a cumulative research base in

I. (See Section 2.2 for a more detailed set of findings and

tion.)

n Content
0

no empirical research has focused on questions .bout the relative
, \ ....,

different kinds of content in achieving,, the goal/ of the social .

.. .

(SeeSection 2.3 for a more detailed set of findings and
.

ition.)

Tonal Methods

)roportion of the effectiveness research conducted in the sociar

'ails under the heading of.researchon instructional method's and-
.

:his focuses on various methods labeled "critical thinklg,"

," and the like.Nost of this research shown no significant
. 4 '

:es between critical thinking methods and so-called traditional
a

however, weaknesses in research design and weaknesses in

at interpreting existing research may well-be hiding real

:es in effectiveness. Some telling results in regard toTarefully

mly defined techniques, have been obtained from research. (See

!A for a more detailed set, of findings and documentation)

im Materials

not been .a great deal of research c .ie effectsof curriculum

and there has been even less effort directed toward interpreting

le research there is in thisarpa. (See Section 2.5 for a more

set of :findings anc4, mentation.)
J1.0
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5). Learner Variables

Research on the effects of various learner variables (such as student
A

attitudes, interests, abilities, and socioeconomic backgrounds) on

learning in-6e social studies is rather spotty. There has been an

interest in how children's developmental abilities affect learning in

the social studies and a few researchers have been able to draw conclu-

sions fromthis body of research; however, their findings have apparently
1

not been put into practice by curriculum developers and tearhers, as yet. ,

(See Section 2.6 for a more detailed sit of findings and documentation.)

6) "New Social Studies"

No attempts have been made to draw conclusions from the body of research

surrounding the development of the "new social studies" project materials.

(See Section 2.7 -for documentation.).
MO.

Outcomes of Schooling

National achievement testing programs hive produced trend data on social'

studies achievementiat.lower cognitive levels:* These data indicate that

students' knowledge of so- called basic information in the social disci-

plines, particularly history, is declining: National and state.assess-, .

ments efforts in social studies and citizenship have produced results in -

a wider variety of areas, including attitudinal outcomes of schodling;
. .

. ..

., however, because assessment efforts are'recent developments, trend data

are not available here. The testing programs and assessments do not

generally attempt to tie test results to possible causal variables in

test-takers' backgrounds. fowever, a few studies have attempted to

make such linkages and have generally foufid that gross variables, such

as number of credit hours taken in social studies. (See Settioh 2.8 for

a more detailed set of findings and documentation.)

14
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8) Teacher Education

Scicial studies teacher education has become an important research interest

only within the last decade. Cumulative findings in this area are few

and suggest 'chat, even though a variety of teacher training practices

produce changes in teacher behavior, student behavior is not affected by

the changed teacher behavior. Combining teacher training in academic

content and instructional methods may hold the best promise for affecting

student outcomes. (See Section 2-.9 for a more detailed set of findings

and documentation.)
ct

Summary of Literature on 4EEDS in Social Studies Education

1) Definition of Social Studies

Because the question of the purposes and boundaries of the field of

social studies remains unsettled, it is difficult to taint needs in

any precise sense. All manner. of needs -- including same contradictory

ones--have been claimed for the social studies.

2) 'Academic Freedom

One of the few things on which social studies educators seem to have been

able-to agreeis that academic freedom and the difficulties of dealing

with controversial issues in the classroompose a problem of particularly

strong significance for Social studies teachers, due to the inherently

"hot" nature of the subject matter.

3) Social Scientists' Perceptions of Meeds

During 4e sixties, social scdentists exercised'a particularly strong

influence on the social studies, attempting to-infuse more and better

social science content and methods into the curriculum.

15
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4). Layperson's Perceptions of Needs

-The influence of laypersons (people who are neither social scientists nor

professional social studies educators) on the social studies has waxed

and waned over the 20-year period from 1955 to 1975 and the demands of .

laypersons have displayed no consistent pattern from one period to. the

next.

(See Section 3.0 for a more detailed set of findings and documentation for all

of the above conclusions.)

Summary of Literature on NEW SOCIAL STUDIES

Charact,41stics of the "New Social Studies"
el%

.4

There are many differing perceptions of'what the characteristics of the

"new social studies",are, although at least seven "core" characteristics

seem to be generally agreed upon. (For a list of these characteristics

and documentation, see Section 4.0.)

2) Criticisms of the "New Social Studies"

At least ten different categories of criticisms have been advanced against

the "new social stuaies"3over the last decade. (For a list'of these

categories and documentation, see Section 4.0.)

3) Impact of the "Nev Social Studies"

Some data on the impact of the "new social studies" are available. These

show that the national project mateirals have not been widely adopted by

school systems, but they do not shed light on other possible modes of

influence, such as impact on the kinds of materials beings.developed by

commerical publishers. (See Section 4.0 for additional discussion and

documentation on impact.)
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